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S
O
C
m S E C m IN A SOVIET AMERICA
before in dm hhtorg of the

uunitth States have dm

inbnmly. Now, after nearly sir years of mi&, with the conditionar
of ?he workem hardly improving at all and with no p r o m of
the criaie coming to an a d , the w o r h ara d i n g tbmdvca
many qwstiom: "What will the crisis had to?" "What are we
bsading for?"
Nwty s a w n w n m'&n w k r a ore wmpl.rbd. They and
their familk falit& @ilQ
of work A h all, what do
thay want? What do workers who ~tdlhave a job in the factory
want?Whatdoths~wboarebeingdrimndtIteirf~
by pweq, want? What daae the pmfssaional went? T b all
umn$s&.Tbyw%~r~tbeescaritp.of a johTheywaattobrisg
up their familk ia marhp. They want die aamanca that if any
d d t y ovwtalres tbq dmy wiU be able to earn a 1 i v e I i h d
T h i s no becprrSDy the w o r k s under the oopirulis~(bossc a w d k d ) vahma. No worker haa fhs ammance that tomorrow
he w i l l have an opprtmiQ to work Lifa for tha whole working
c l w h a mrim of fear&
S h e Roomwelt ham hm W d m t and in the two years of
the "New Dealn, we ham b n told that a greater W i d o n of
wealth is going to tab plaou We have bmm made to klieve
that by dow, d
p upgrad' the o w per cent oJ the popuh
i$on of the United
W/dof h h r s a d mcuwjmhrers-that controh 90 pr c e ~ doj the wealth w i l l have part of
ita power taken away and dm workere d l &ve
more. But
b t o q show the roatrmy. History &omthat a class in power-

and today that is the capitalist cia-will not give up its power
without violent strnpdla The c a p e are in control over five
sixths of the globe. They wiI1 fight to the end to retain it. They
2

d l only give up power when the workera take d k d EIFtims and
drive them oat of control and establish the power d the working
class.
W w k s W d &cwr#y

This is the 1-n
that the workers mast learn from the p m n t
crisis-the crisis that is shaking the capitalist system to its roots.
Only by detroying this system can we put an end to the insecurity,
waste and destruction which chara&rize the capitalist ayskm
Only under firm working class control can a new system be set
ap in which there wiIl be f d t s 4
This eecurity will c o d of the full right to work, the full
right to protection when the worker is unable to work, the right
to enjoy to the full and participate in politid, social and cdmral activities, arts, science, invention. This will be a mighty
etep forward and upward, leading humanity to a new, higher l e d
and finally leading to that freedom which all sincere men and
women d&.
The purpose of this pamphlet is to bring fomatd the facta
of the pr-t
eituatioon, to explaia d m l y why we are in this
situation, and point to the only way out. In the coarse d the
pamphlet we will aleo dimm the varionm other propwlr that
have been made in o& that the lrsader may gain a dear idea as
to the proposals and methods of their mhhmwnt recommended
by the Communist Party.
Massq S a d g Today
Let UE examine the present situation in this, the 'beart
of dl
worlds", in 1935, che dx& pnr of tho crisis-a &is that, we
were told, wuId be solved by the &NewDeal".
' In this "beat of all wrrrlda" and in thin, the richest country
of the world, with Isad and resources, with highly deveIoped
indwtria, with worhm able and ready to produce in plenty
for all, there are about 17,000,000 unemployed. Sfwenteen million workers denied the right to work! M i ,wan< hunger,
destitution in a land of plenty! These milliom are not "bums"
and "hoodlums", who do not want to work. They are men and
women, many of whom for years have tramped from h o p to
shop asking for work. UNawiy one-&
of all w h are
~ seem
work," Harry L. Hopkinr states in the report of tbe Federal
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Emergemy Wid Adminisbration of September, 1934, "hue b d s ~
rmmcmmjul in w
i
n
g ii lor m r l y /our y ~ . Millions
"
denied
the rigbt to earn a Living for four long years. 1s this due to a
natural calamity? Have the factories burnt down? Have the
sources of raw material dried up? Not at all. We "produced too
much", and now we am out on the m,hungry.
This on&
of the relief applicant$ mentioned above, are
not the only o m who have been jobless for four yeara. Amording
to U. S. Commissioner of Education, Dr. Zook, 7,000,000 boys
and girls have graduated from the high . h o d s and colleges in
five yeam of the crisia. Of thm, only one-third have obtained
any work, and then only part-time work and at very low waps.
1n othe~'words, neady 5,000,000 boys and girls who in the palst
five years have gone to college, have come olrt into a world that
offers them nothing-not even the right to work and earn a livin~.
Millions more, who do not see the inside of a higher school of
learning, face the same situation.

'

Wba Arc tbr Usemphyed?

Who are these 17,000,000 unemployed? They include workers in shop4 mines, oficea, storm, railroads, workera on farma,

.

in domatic, personal and profesional service. They incIude
former ehapkeepers, managers, bank executive$ artists, etc. Let
us cite a few examples: 95 per cent of the architects of the country are unemployed; 85 per wnt of the engineers and technicians
me unemployed; 80 per cent of the building tradee w o r k are
unemployed. Consiruction-both public and private-is down to
a very low level. I n 1934, it amounted to only $3,000,000,000
as compared with $1 1,000,000,000 in 1918. This in spite of the
ballyhoo campaign of the R o o ~ v e hgovernment about a "hug"
construction program to re-employ millionr! of unemployed! If
the building trades workers do not work, then the architects
cannot work out plans, &he engineers and technicians cannot put
them into operation.
The unemployment situation is aggravated by the rationalization methods of the b s . Rationalization is the method the
mployers use in order to lower the coat of production and
increase profits. The capitalist is not in #business for Iove", but
to make p r o h . He therefore tries to cut the payroll as much

1

aa he can ao as to earn more profits and dividenh, This Be dbes
by (a) speeding up the workers; (b) putting a h i g h load on
each worker, by the stretch-out system; (c) installing labor- saving mraehinery, This throws more workers out of a job, etc,
The result is that workers are driven like mad. This give the
ban excuse for firing workers who am lrdvaneed in years.
Thus in many industries workers over 40 years cannot get a job.
L o r d i n g to the Labor Raearch Association of New Yo*,
of every five workers in the United States, two are unemployed, one is working part time, two work full time. Just think
of it: two-fifths have not work at all, om-fiftb work only part
time, and only twofifths full time. In face of these facts, some
workers say, as Hoover did in 1932, that it would be better to
divide up the work all around-''stagger"
the work-so that
every one would have a job. That would only mean hunger lor
mery worker. That would mean onIy greater insecurity for the
whole working population.
The N.R.A. was supposed to change this situation. But the
Brookinga Institute (a *mi-government institution) in a report
on April 19, 1935, declared that- only 1,750,000 workers had
gone back to work under the N.R.A. m d that this bad been
brought about only through "spreading work and not creating
new jobs". All the bctasta of the "New M", therefore, are
ghattered and show clearly that the 'progre~"of Roosevelt has
only been a duplicate of the Hoover stagger plan.
All the 17,000,000unemployed are not on the relief lists of
the country. On the conbary, in February, 1935, there were
only 4,700,000 families and 700,000 single men on the relief
rolls. That means that some 11,000,000 unemployed and their
families are getting no relief at all.
out

On Labor Day, 1939 William Green estimated the number
of unemployed at 10,000,000. But he said: 'These people represent a ma= of 40,1100,000people who are dependent on relief".
Green meant that the 10,000,000 unemployed with their families are dependent on relief. Forty million people-nearly onethird of the population of the United States-baving t o depend
on relief! But they are not on the relief rolls. Harry L. Hopkins
5

reporta only 21,000,000 perso-unemployed
and their famil--on
How do the other 19,000,000live? No one knowsb boaaes and tbe government do not care. That is not their
woq-they
are c o n m e d onIy about reducing the relief rolh
of the comtry-cutting relief appropriations!
Tbm have been five, aImost aix, years of this mimry and
dditution. No one except the wildest ballyhooera talks about
a retarn of prosperity, On the contrary, at this moment of writ
ing, more people are on the federal relief rolls &an ever before
in the history of the country. These include many persons who
have been trying t o get along on their savings, who have been
borrowing from friends, relatives, etc. But now they can borrow
nothing more and therefom are compelled to apply for relief.

Relkf Below Pour Dollam P t r M m t b

The relief that they obtain, however, has only the effect of
driving them down still lower. In the state of Misshippi, for
instance., in September, 1934, relief for a family of four was
$3.96 per month. In the same month, relief in Tennesaree, btocky, South C a r o h and North C a r o h amounted to $7.38,
$826,$9.86 and $9.92 rmpectively per f&y per nwnzh. (Re
port of Federal Emergency Relief Administration, (kt., 19%)
Is thie not clear evidence of the shamefully low level to which
the employera and the government of the United States are drivBut this 18 not all. Dnring the months of A-t,
Sepand October, 1934, when the namber of unemployed war hcww
io& the government was actually cutiing down the amount of
relief. Tbas in P h w Arizona, the number of unemployed on
relief grew from 6,502 in September to 7,555 in O c t o k , but b
total relief outlay dropped from $145,290 to $137,189, In Denver, CoIoxado, tbe wrregpondiag
were 15,730 unemployed
in September a d 16,033 in October, with relief expenditures
dropping from $493$98 to $457,473. Even Chicago did not
h h t e to cut relief for the workere. In the same months the
n u d e r of unempIoyed increaned from 148,191 to 151,162, but
the relief dropped from $4,978,724 to $4,966,513. {Same repoh)
The report hued by the mayor*^ Cornmi- on Unemployment Relief in New York, published on March 25, 1935, dowe
6

", .,a frigbdrrl -tion
in New York City. The comrmi#et admits
%at t d y 1,000,000 are nuemployed in New York Gity, thart

6
6
0
m f & h or 2;660,000 people are dated by -log.
This ia one-third of tbe population of N m Yo& But d y
&4$MO people are w the relief rolls in New York City. b
atha 4,
nearly onahalf, or m m than 3M,W f d m ,
mprwatiag over a milliw paom,
withwt any mearls of
livelihood. In addidon, relief per family dropped W a month
from 1932 to 1935 while the cmt of living baa &yrocketed What
is true of New York applim to o k parts of the corntry.
Wmm& R&f

'

Jabs Affmd Six LW#L a W a d

On the relief jobs, both federal and atate, them is no definae
standard. In soma casts, in fact, the Btandard i~ men kawer than
on home relief, For inatmae, according to the U. S. D e p m t
of s b o r report a£ October, 19% there were employed on the
emeqmoy work program in the month of October 1,950,OQO
910The amount of the prrproU during that month was
$51,000,000. This made an average of $26.16 per month par
worker, or $6 per week, The federal governmaat & d d y con8idea this "sdequata wages''.
Ihming the whoIe period of tb P.W.A.. from Auguat, 1933,
t h r o d October, 1934, the gawmmmt m p I 4 a total of
S,2%,98L workers. The total payroll for these 15 months waa
@90,6%9,309. Tbh makas an amage of about Si55 per month
par worker on t h e joba Thia again is what tHe gwmm&
d d e r s an "adequate" wage.
That all the workers do not receive tha amme w q a cam h
gabred from the following: gang foremen remind as high ae
11m a montb, where.a~Iaborerar in July, 1934, d v e d as low
ao 2242 to 25c an haur; carpentera Sb an hour; cnrpnkm'
h e l p & an hour,
Thuar it is dear that the p a t bulk
of the mrekilled w o r h wers livhg at a poverty l e d , while
mmn thb Mled laborers oodd eke out no mom than a mere

&.

There is another intrtre&ing serpact to tbe gommment report.
While the government spent $29O,OOO,000 in wages, it spent
$556,2QX,513 for "mrtteriaht"'In other wo& m l y two do&s
for nabkai5 for B U C ~dd&r on m e s . What wem these %ate7

rialen? The U. S. Department of Labor report for mober, 1934,
shorn what they wm: "aircraft-44484,OOo; airplane park$4+4!3,000;r d w a y cars, freight43&,644,151; railway c a r e
paaaen~7,152,000; etc." (U. S. Dept. of Labor, T r e d 01
E m p I q m e ~Nov.. 19%)
Such material has nothing to do with "public works". It has
very much to do with war preparations.
Wugea O&tt by Iucreiued Cost of L)sliug
The conditions of the workers in the shops also have not
improved under the N-RA. On the anniversary of the "New Deal"
Mr. Richberg reported to President Roogevelt that although the
payroll of the United States had a d d &S per cent, the coat
of *il
had m u d 9.7 per cent. This wae in J d y , 1934. Since
that time wagw have not gone up; they have gone dorm.
F&mm,
siace. Roowwelt ha13 been President, the cast of
f a d , according to the federal govemmerlf h a gone up 34 per
cmt,and daring the
month it will mount still higher.
Food, it must be mndmed, represm~ts45 per cent oj tb budget
of a war* CAW j d y . Heace it ia clear that under t
h "New
Dsal" the conditions of b workers have h o m e far worse.
These fa&, which government reports show quite conc1uilively, up to the preeent time have forced nearly two d orre-hlj
million workers to go
on sttilee for higher wages and in
defense of their righh They have drivea the unempIoyed to
battle for more relief. 118 a r e d t of these stragglm wages have
been forced up to a higher level than they otbemise would have
mached, and relief has b increased.
Nevertheless, we can see clearly from the above that the "New
Deal" has been a complete failure ae far as the workers are
concerned. This is mot because of the good or bad will of President Rooaevelt, but because the "New Deal" was not'intended
to improve the conditions of the workem. Its real aim, as stated
in the N.R.A., was to increase prim, raise profits, and to help
organize the industrialists. It has not brought about increased
gecuriity for the mas=, but on the contrary has made their situation ever more precarious,
Now let us look at the condition of certain aections of the
8

population. The worat d e r e r s at alI time^, and now particularly in the crisis, am the Negro workers. The twelve million
Negroes in the United Stata live under a system of the worst
opprmion and axe denied all rights. They am forced to aeoept
any conditions in order to obtain a livelihood. Always paid less
than the white workers, always the last to be hired and the first
to be fired, now under the "New Deal" the Negroes suffer more
than ever before.
Directly through the "New Deal" and the adoption of differentials under the codes, the life of the Negrm haa been made
harder. These differentials provide for lower scales in the South,
first as a means of openly discriminating against the Negroes,
and secondly, to divide the Northern from the Southern workem
The bosses use these merentials not only to drive the standards
of the Negroea down to hmger scala, but also to lower still
further the scales of the white workers.
The Negroes all over the country show a higher percentage
of unemployment than the white workera. Thus, in Washington,
D. C., the Negroes represent 79 per cent of those on relief
although they are less than one-third of the total population.
h a u s e of the mass of unemployed Negroes in the South, the
relief levels am extremely low-down to virtual starvation But
it is not on1y in the South that the Negroes suffer. I n the North,
too, the same thing holds true. Negroes are discriminated against
on jobs, given the hardest work and the lowest males, and are
discriminated ag~inetin obtaining relief. Thus, in Harlem, New
York, fully 80 per cent of the Negro workers are unemployed,
but tens of thousands are getting no relief at all.
Police T m w P t v o c b u s

But it is not only from this that the Negroes suffer. In the
large cities where they are forced to live in the worat s x t i o ~ ,
the rents are outrageously high. A Negro has to pay one and a
half to two times as high rent as a white worker for the same
facilities. The result ia that two, three and more families live
in a k
t,suffering from ail, the results of such congestiondisease, lack of air, condition8 leading to degeneration, etc. Police
terror against thc Negroes is boundlw.
These were the fundamental causes of the outburst of the
9

N q m masws in Harlem on Mar& 19, in which they were savagely attacked by the poljcice: four were killed, mres injured,
md more than a hnndfed arrested.
A campaign has been inaugurated alm against the foreignborn workers. These workers in the main are in basic industrymhhg, -1,
textile, railroad, construction, etc. Miltions of them
are mmnployd. Now the governmnt, with the aid of the
A. F. of L leademhip and tbe Heatat p r m is trying to get rid
of the foreign-born who are on reIief, by means of deportation.
The reason for thjs is dear. By holding the threat of deportation
over dwir h e a h the goyernmat is trying to use them as a battering ram %& the American-born workers for the purpoare
of driving down the conditions of the whole working class.
Today, particularly, everpthing in baing done by the bosses
and government to drive a stdl deeper wedge between the white
and Negro workers, between the native and foreign-born workers.
T J q want to prevent the d t y of the working class, for this unity
mu& B&
Crib workers to
an end 60 tlis errits from which
t h q au&r
Blunk FuPwrd for A m 1 c Ymtb
A situation of absduto hopelessness f a m the America poach.

#el.

Aa dready stated, fdIy fiw million bays and +In are totalIy
memployed. ' h a e young people have n e w tmn and most of
them p o d I y rimer will see the inside of a faetorg or o h
MiIlions of them have Ieft home and are tramping up and down
the coaatrg looking for work.
What baa the government done for these young people? It
put 80me of them into schools for the parpose of teaching them
a trade or a profmion. Bat bow their parenta are to maintain
thrm while they go to school was not condderd. h the dools
they may 1eatn.atrade, but when they leave they can h d no work.
The government dm pretended that it wanted to heIp them,
throagh the Civilian Conswvation Camps. But this was not true.
It did not take the boye who were in the jmglen and put them
m ampa, but went to the homes of parenu who were on the
d i d rob. If they &overed they had bays between 18 and 24
ysara of age, they forced them parents to aend the boys to the
muup on a threat of stopping their relief. Whether theae camp
wem for the purpase of giving physiael, moral and mental trainI0

,
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ing to the boys we will Iet Harry H. Woodrin& Aasi&mt Sam
taw of War, tell us. In the f h t magazine L i k t y , of January 8,
19&, in an article entitled 'Yrhe A~&rican ~ n nstands
?
Readp,n
Mr. Woodring declared: 'The organieation of these cmp (C.C.C.
Camps) was the first real
of the army's plans for war
mobilization, under the National Defmm Ad" WOOfurther declared that they couId ba used alao in c~ of l(intemal
tronbles", that is, against strikers, workere fighting for relief, etc.
The government ha the pick of the boys, the strong& a d aturdiest, whom it is training into 601More than a million bop
have been at theae camps, but according to government reports
only 15 per cent of them obtained jobs on leaving the camps.
The young workers, like most single workers, obtain no relief
from the government Only in tho= r n and localities where,
led by the Unemployment Councils, they put up a kht, have
they been able to compel the g o v e ~ tot give hem relief.
Single workers are thrown into flop houses, municipal lodging
houses, atc, More recently, however, the government bas 4li&dtransient camps where single workem are ~ ~ l l p e btod
work for their food and lodging-and W cents a week.

,
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Then Iook at the gowrnment's attitude toward the working
class children. On the excuse of "economy", the state governments
have stashed the school budgets. As a mult, 2,500,000 children in
tbe United States are getting no education whatsoever. In addition, the children of the mipatory workers are alwap deprived of
education. This applies particularly to tbe South. There the bulk
of the children are Negro children, who in normal tima receive
an education at the hands of Negro teachers, who are poorly
paid and have received little training. School terma are being cnt
every year, with the result that the coming generation will grow
up witbout even the rudiments of an education.
According to reports of the U .S. Department d Labor, 25 per
cent of the children of the United States are undernonrished. In
some localities this rises as high as 70 per cent. E m in so-called
days of prosperity, the children of the workers, especially in
such states as Tenneasm, Kentucky, Arkansas, and Mississippi,
suffered from rick&, pellagra, etc. Now in the crisis, the children
11
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ermg more than ever. In the richat city in the world,
New York City, one out of every five children ie undernourished.
T h e are more than two million children working in the
f a c t o h m a t s h o p and on tbe farma of the country. One of
d~ all-d Uai%emmmts" of tbe Roosevelt govenrment is that
it has *abolishedn child labor. This is not true ChiId labor was
u a b o l i ~ "in many states long before Roosevelt, but it flouriebes juot the ssme. Newsboys, -nger
boys, children in factor&~,m e a d q s , on f m and in homea, work for a few
doll- a we&
A b m t a t of tbe civilization of a country is the way it
hendm the chi1drm. In the United States the government destroys
the lives of the children.

am

Girls F o r d Into PrasbiCwtiorr

There were fully eigbt million women gainfully employed in
the United S t a h in the 6 0 d l d days of prosperiiy. Fully two
million of them are uaemployed, many of them am homeha,
a d the government is doing practiml1y nothing for tham. Here
and there, the government bae estsbIiahed small camps where
the women are taught the "domestic arb". This means the training of women as domestic workers. 9%- domestics are working, many of them, for nothing more than their board and room,
and in the
instanoes receive in addition a few dollam a month.
There are taw of thoueands of homeless women tramping tbe
aountry, wandering around the streeta of the cities. Is it any
wonder therefore that at a time of crisis prostitution inere-?
' I l i a in a country that sappoadly "chehhea its womanhood".

wbW#xaUsr wmkms w B r e a c l k
Whitecollar workers and profeonalr are those who in the
pa& felt a e c m and colmted confidently on an opportunity for
They hoped to beenme bank presidents, executives,
etc. Some of them did reach their goal, but today they are on
the bread Iines. With the crash of the economic crisis, offices and
s t o w threw hundreds of thonsands out of work. SchooIs c l o d
down, educational budgets were curtailed, with the result that
today 250,000 d o 0 1 teachers are unemployed.
Thea white collar workers were proud and slow to take up
any program of struggIe. With the deepening of the crisia they
advancement.

12

have learned that there is only one way that they can obtain mything, and that is though organization a d q l e . fZsnae, we
see in all parts of tbe country that they have forced the government to provide them with C.W.A.jobs and to consider their
demands.

I

F-s

Face Misery

The farmers have always been regarded by the bosses as the
backbone of the country, but thep have been in a crisis for M
years. During the World War, when f w d applies were in demand, there was a rusb to widen the farmiDg induetry. When
the war was over and Sings got back to "normaln again, the
farmers paid the penalty for the bigh p r i w they had paid for
their land and inventory. The farmers are behg crushed by
mortgages and debts amounting to close to $15,000,000,000.
When the crisis broke, and the workers were no longer abb to
buy sdcient f o o b d s , the agricultural crisis was intensified.
Hundreds of thoururnda of farmers lost their farm through foreclosure. The number of tenant f a r m s g r e w 4 per cent of
all American farmers are tenants. Today 2,000,000 poor f a r ~ l e ~ ,
and farm laborers are unemployed. In the South Negro and white
sharecroppers and tenant farmers face a mod bitter exiatenoa
The government then decided to cut down proddon. At a
time when workers were starving and c h o r i n g /or food and
clothes, the governmer~tordered the Jarmers & piow under their
crops, both gr& and cotton. When the workers were crying
for food the government bought up whole crops and millions
of pounds of h f and pork, and daetroyed them. Certainly this
did nat help either the farmere or the workers. The government
did this for the purpwe of r a b i i the price of food. At the same
time the government put a so-called p r o c k n g tax on a11 grain.
This tax is supposed to be a bonua to the farmers, but it does not
reach the poorer farmers. It g o ~ sto the bank, the insurance corn.
pmy or real estate concern which has a mortgage on the farmer,
and is used as part payment on the farmer's debt. It gms to
!he landowner of the South as payment of part of the so-calIed
debt of the sharecropper, particularly the Negro sharecropper.
Romwch Dsrrtds G w m l ~ m tRwpmribi&y for Rdkf
In face of these undisputed fa* what would you imagine
13

ttBh $0-t
to help the

program would be? Certainly it should be one
workera and poor farmers, to r h wages, increase
relief, provide jobs at decent wagetc. But it is nothing of
iha sort. I& program b:

First point: Of the 5,000,000 on relief, the government h a
decided to transfar l,j00,000 so-called "unemployables" (that is,
&a aged+&& and infirm) to city and state relief. On January A,
1935, at a time when the number of relief applicants was rising,
Roostwelt declared in his measage to Congrew that "the federd
government shall and must quit this bushes% of relief". This
s o a d d like the lash of a tyrant driving his slaves out to perid.
Rooamelt h e w very welt that the states and citiee had not provided adequate relief in the past and wodd not do so now.
Everywhere, the Commuaiate have demanded that tax^ be
i m p d on high incomes to provide relief for the unemployed.
But our rulers are very udemocratic'' when it comes to taxes.
They refuse to touch the incomes of the big bankera and manu.
fachxerar. Everywhere the Commliaiate have demanded that paymeats on the so-calIed public debt ~ervice,that is, interest paid
to the baabm on loam they have made to the citia, shall be
postponed for h e period oi the crisis, and tbia money l w d
for relid But the politiciam have replied that t h e debts are
"sscred". Helm the unemployed must continue to starve.
Second point of tbe government program: The orher 3,500,000
on the relief rolls are to be put on federal relief projects. Roosevelt originally proposed that they be paid an average of $50
a month, but actually this will amount to as iittle as $19 a month
in the South and no more than $35 a month for skilled worker8
in the North.
Who will reoeive tbese jobs? M o d y workers in the building
and allied tradm. The union scale of these workers is from 80c
to $1.20 an hour. Roosevel~'~
public works wage level will undermine these = l a
It m w not only a sharp reduction in the
conditions of the building trades workers, but will be ueed to
lower the scale of all workers in industry.
You wadd think that William Green and the other o5cials of
the American Federation of Labor would fight against this wage.
But they do not. They do not demand union wagea, but only
the "prevailing" ~caIes. It is correct to fight for a higher male,
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but when Mr. Green mys he ia satisfied with $50 a month provided the "prwaiiing" wale is held up, or even
a month
if that is based on the prevailing scale, be show ha is not interested in the wages of the workers, but o d y in scales. The workers
on relief jobs must fight for union w l m and a minimum of
30 hours a 4.
In this plan, Romvelt i~ putting &rough the program of tlte
U, S. Chamber of Conmeme, Thie Aowa that the governmant
is controlled by the bosses and acts in their mtereste.

*-

supports c011c#MyU
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Third point: Wages in shops are not to be raised. On the
contrary, real wages are going down. Under the N.R.A. and particularIy Section ?a, the workers were supposed to have the right
to organize into unions of their own choosing. This has been a
huge joke, and a trap for the American workers who had faith
in the Rowelt-Wall Street government and the "New Deal".
Some million8 of workers joined the A, F, of L. But the outstanding reeulr of Section ?a is the tremendous growth of company unions. It is reported chat 2,S00,000 ape today organid
in company uniona. These unions in -1,
auto, rubber, mining,
etc., me wmpIetely under the domiaation of the employers, who
thus are put in a podtion to lower the wagw of the workers. Tbe
workers will be able to raim their wag- only by organizing into
bona6& unions and caron the 6ght.'
Fourth point: The government intends to extend the C.C.C.
Since the abwe was written, the PI.RA. hae been declared unconstiatimI by the U. S. Suprema Court. Only a d o a t time before, the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce dunaoded that the NU,which wae tm
uxpire on June 16, should not be -tended. The; Supreme Court did ita

bidding.
Why did the Suprame Court void iht N-RI. if, as we have pointsd
out, h e N . U . was enacted only to help the c a p i t a h and not tbs
workers? Tho NXA. was no longer needed by the big trPets, which k
d
w a g e d during the paat two years tremendously to i n m w tb& @a.
The workera have learned from experience that the N.RA. wan a a t r i b
breaking dtvict and could no longer bs deluded by ito demagogy, The
cumbersome machinery of tbe N.R.A. had thsrefore loot ib msfdnm to
the big capitalists. The annulment of the N . U . signifies that the big
mpitaUstdl are preparin~to go into open attach on the worken' righb and
standards. The day after he Supreme Court d d o n WM announced,

W

c;amps and to mruit up to one million workers, including married

The government intends openly to carry on military traininginthecamp.
Fifth point: Tbe government propows to establish subsistence
h o d These are tracts of land far removed from the city
to which industria1 workers, poor farmers and their families will
be tramparted for the purpow of releasing the government from
the responsibility of caring for them. These tracts of land will
h divided up into lots on which homes will be er-d.
The
workem will raiee their own food on the land and will work in
nearby factories. These pieces of land are not a gift of the government to the workers. On the contrary, they will cost the
workers $2,000 to $3,500 each. They will pay the government by
means of the scab wages they will earn in the factories. The
purpm of this government policy is to get rid of the workers
in the citiq and make it difficult for hem to organize, to carry
on a 6ght.
Fakd Uumploymd Imwrawe
gten.

The h a 1 point of the government program is so-c&
unemployment insurance as proposed through the Wagner-LewisDoughton Bill. This fake unemployment i~lsurancebill will not
gmns one single penny to th? 17,000,000 unemployed and their
f m i l i ~ s . It is only a proposal to the 48 states to adopi unemployment insurance bills. It does not provid.: for any minimum
of benefit or any period over which the workers shall get insurance. It makes it possible for h e states either to adopt no bill
at all or to adopt one that will be of little benefit to the workers.
Jn addition, it lays down the principle of raising the unemployreports reached W d h g t o n of wage slashes and tremendous lengthening
of holm.
Is Hooamelt then a champion of the N.BA. against the big ~ a p i i a l i i t n ?
Not at all. -Hefixed the wagm on did projects an low as $19 a month
in the h t b and no more than 585 for skilled workand $W for pru.
fasionals in he North. Tbne he set a standard that will be foIlowd by
the eqdoyars in their drive against the industrial workem. If some of
the caphliab now pretend that they w i l l not reduce h e acales or i n c r w
hrmnn, it is done only owing to the threat of s t r i k t ~in every indwuy, in
wary part d the country. But it in dear that a ferocious nnge nffenvive
awaits the industtin1 workers, and bitter attacks on the relief of the un-

crnplwcd.
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ment insurance fund through a tax on payrolls, which i~ nothing
more than a mles tax p
d on to the workers. This is R o w velt's " u n e m p l o ~ t insurance",
:
~rornimdin tbe election campaign of 1932! This is the program against which the bankera
and manufacturers pretended to put up a 6ght They did this in
order to make the workers believe that Rowwelt waa fighting
againat the bankers in the interests of the workers.
Tbis bill was rammed through Congress in order to prevent
the enactment of the Workers' Unemployment, Old Age and
Social lnaurance Bill, H.R. 2827. The Workers' Bill, which wan
originally drafted by the Communist Party, and which has &a
support of million8 of workers, including 3,000 locals of the
A. F. of L., is the only bill that provides gonube insurance for
all the unemployed, and for part time work, aickntm, accident, old age and maternity. The funds, according to the Work.
ers' Bill, would be raised by means of a tax on all incomes above
$5,000, on inheritance4 etc. This mans that the bosw would
have to pay. In preventing the passage of the Workera' Bill,
Rooaevelt and the Congrem of the United Stab bave been the

willing *wants of rbe bosses.
We have given you a brief picture of the economic situation
of the workers and poor farmera of the United States, white and
Negro, in the year 1935, the sixth year of the c h i s : growing
demoralimtion, impoverishment, complete hopelessnm for the
youth. We alm have outlined the government program which
supposedly is to help them. Hence the "New Deal" prwes to
be a huge fdas far ae the workers are concerned.
But it has not been the same for other sections of the population. (la the contrary. While the income of the workers and
of the farmers has been slashed to the born, the profits of the
bankers have been increaeing. The report on the anniversary of
the "New Deal" by R i c b r g dmlared that the profits of some
of the big capitalist concerns had gone up nearly 600 per cent.
Whereas at the end of 1934 the wages of the worhrs were sciU 43
per cent bekmu 1926, the prrtfit.~of &hempdalis~concerm mraounid to 150 per cent oJ 1926. Annual interest payments dwhg the
whole period of the "New Deal" have hardly been affected, but
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have remained at a figure of about six biilwn dollars. Although
p r o f i ~as a whole have declined, the big concerna have not only
maintained their position but improved it.
This has not been due to the skill of the capitalist executives.
On the contrary, the government has done everything in its power
to put funds at the disposal of the big capitalist concerns. Thus,
up to the end of 1934, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
paid oat in subsidies and credits to the banks and railroads mom
than $8,350,000,000. This wa5 done ~upposedlyfor the purpose
of p d n g millions of workem back to work. The millions, however, have remained unemployed The capitalists have uaed these
eight billion dollars for the purpose of paying out dividends and
profits. This is the way the "New Deal" has worked as far as
&e bome concerne'd. Mr. R-ve1t
proposes to subsidize
tba d o a d and dipping concerns with further hundreds of

milliom of dollars.
If the crisis were due to a natural calamity and everybody
s d e m d alike then we would sav there is fairness and iustice in it.
But when we see that the workers and farmere have;o bar the
burden of the crisis while the banker^' profits increase, iben we
know there ia and can be no such hing
- as fairow and justice
under the present system

.

Did you ever stop to think that in another comtry, namely,
HitIer Germmy, a similar program was developed? Juat like
Roomelt, Hi& declared he was "against" the bankers, "against"
the money chmgem, "againat" the bii induatrialiats. Just like
Roosmelt, he declared he would restore employment, unemployment relief, and help the poor farmers. Thh was before he came
into power. But when he came to the head of the government, we
b o w what took place. Wages were slmhd, the working c h
organizations were broken up, workers were thrown into concentration camps, compelled to do f o d labor, relief was cut down
and every semblance of d e m r a c y waa desmyed.
If you ohdy the conditions in the United S t a b carefully,
you will eee that we are trading very rapidly in the thee
W o n . Workers are denied the right to organize unions of
their own choosing, they are compelled to a-pt government
la

arbitration of dispntes, and if the boarees of Cs
i matry 8
d
in accomplishing their aim, s t r h will lx~outlawed aa is proposed in the Wagner Labor Diaputea Bill. The government has
already shown its intention of h n t i n u h g unempIoyment relief, .
and haa given the workers only a mock unemployment ilrauranca bill.
Farther developmente along tbis line are &tea
by the
formation of vigilantes, crusaders and other patriotic organieations, and show what we are headed for ia the United States. We
are moving in the direction of what e x b in Germany today,
nameIy, fascism. This can Ix prevented if the workers- unite their
forces and smash the k i s t developments.
Some people think that fa&m is a different kind of state.
No, it is not. It is the brutal, open dictatorship of the moat rem
tionary sections of the bow class, by which ell the -114
"demmratic rights" of the workers are taken away, their organizations broken up, and the conditions of the whole working
popJation lowered Fascism corn- at a time when the capital&
system is in a crisis and the b w can no longer retain control
by allowing the workere the rights thst they formerIy had. Under
such conditions, so-called "democracy" disappem and the iron
frd of the govemmmt openly ahowe itaelf.
This is what we have in Germany, Anstria, Italy, Spain a d
several other countries in Europe today. This is what is taking
on form in the United S t a b at the same h e . Fmism is p m
mated by people who also uae demagogic, radical p h r m to
h i v e the workers, ae Fadm Conghlin and Huey Long are
doing at the p m n t time, as Hitler did before he came to p o w
in Germany. It may be done under cover of 100 per cent Americaaiam, the method of Hearst and Madadden. H o w , its aim
is cMar. The capitalists see their power dipping snd am deter.
mined by hook or crook to hold on.
War Darrger Sarpmed by F ~ a t d s tD-s

This is due to the eharping economic
aa a result of
which the capitaIista 6x1d an ever smaller market for their goo&
This leads to a wid- search also for foreign markets and must
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n d l y reault in wdicts with the b-s
of other countries
who seek the same thing. This ultimately leads to war.
This is the auswer to the question: "War-what for?" Certainly we American workers du not want war. We want decent
w*
We want ample return for our labor. The unemployed
want work or ~ e m ~ I o y m e ninsurance.
t
We have no remon to
hate the workers of other countries. But we workers will have
to fight the wars of the American capitalists. The workers in
other countries are in the aame situation. W a r will be declared,
the workem will be aent out to fight, the capitalists will reap the
profits, and those of one country, by winning the war, will conquer new markets. BU t h workers of dl cow~riesonly lose by
auch arwrs. Millions wil1 be killed. Millions more will die of
huger and d i m . Billions of dollars of wealth wiH be destroyed.
Billions of debts will be piled up that the workers and farmers
will have to pay in tax&
When the war is over, the situation will be far worse. There
will be accumulated debt-remember the billions of debts from
the last war have not b m paid off! The nations will be impoverished, markets wiI1 have shrunk still: further, unemployment
will IH still greater, hunger wiIl envelop the whole capitalist
world.
Even though the capitalist3 know this from the experience of
the last World War, there is no other way out for them. Hence
they are preparing with aH energy for the coming war.
The United Statee, France, England, Italy, Japan -every
cipitalkt country has increwd its war budget to a figure unb o r n since the World War.
T a b the United States, for instance. Last year the goveram a t spent nearly two billion dollars for war preparations. This
did not only come through direct appropriations for the army
and nay-. In 1W3 h e N.R.A. established a "Public Works" fund
of $3,300,000,000. A gmqt part of this fund has been used jri
preparation fox war. Thus, $700,000,000 has been spent for the
C.C.C. Camps, $238,000,000 for warships, $5Of0W,OM) for the
building of airplanes. tens of millions of dollars for barracks,
etc. This year (1935) the biggest budget for the army has already
been a p p r o p r i a t e d ~ , O O O , ~$457,000,000
d
for the
navy. The Unikd States government is determined to have a navy
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second to none and an air fleet superior to that of any other
nation. Tbis is the government &ow chief, Prddeat Roomelt,
said: "The federal government must and will quit tbis businem
of relief!"
Similar preparations are going on in every other capitam
country. Japan has appropriated its biggest war budget. Germany
is arming in ~ p i t eof the ratrictionr p l d on her by the hap!
of Nations. France and England are building tremendous armaments. Italy has put every boy nine y?am of age under military
training. The workers and poor farmers are starving in these
countries.
Today we are on the brink of war. The capitalist nations are
not arming for the sake of spending money for arma, but h u *
ihey beIieve that this is the only way out of the crisis.
War Will Not Sdue Cr&h or E d
The question is: "Can war solve th crieis? Can it end unemployment?" War can not solve the crisis at all. It cannot solve
the crisis bemuse it cannot solve the contradictions of the system
-the increasing productive capacity of industry contrasted to
the dirniniahing purchasing power of the m a s w h i c h leads
periodically to crises. This is part and parcel of the capitalist
system, which is baaed upon profit. War will merely cause the
destruction of more millions of human lives and wealth. the
piling up of more debts and the beginning over again of a
cycle of sharper exploitation and oppression.
War cannot solve rwmploymerzt. Remember that during the
World War, when four million men in this country were under
arms, there were more than a million unemployed. The indwtries
will turn out war production instead of pea& production. Millions of men will be taken out of the s h o ~ sand women will be
put in their places. Machinery will be spkeded up, labr-saving
machinery will be installed, and the prmsn will continue aa
heretofore.
War, on the other hand, will increase profits as it did during
the World War-up to 3,000 per cent. Today, with 17,000,001)
unemployed, the capitalists will not have much regard for human
life. They will be glad to get rid of millions of unemployed in
the hope that this will help them solve their problems. War is
no solution for any of the problems that face he working class
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and ia only a desperate measure that b capitalists apply in the
hope of getting out of the crisk.
Why am there crises under capitalism? Why is it tbat every
few gears there in a udepre&on" or a "panic" or a '%riisn?
Many older worbm remember that this country has gone through
many &sea and Eraa come out s t m d d l y . They therefore come
t o the conclusion that this time, too, the United States will not
only survive the crisis but will really come out on top, aa
John D. RockefeILer says.

One cannot eeparate mi= from the present system under
which we live. As long as the boas controlled system exists, there
will be crises Crises arise frtun the prb& ownership of she
m m a o/ prod-,
and as long aa this continues, the system
muet get into a jam. Under thie q&em the workers get only
subsistence wages, while the c a p i t a h rtmass big fortmes by
squeezing out of the workers profib interest and rent, The capitalists reintheir profits in the industria to incream their
wrealth by exploiting more workem. The capitalists must find
m a r k for the goods which the workers produce bnt cannot buy.
Since this takes pIace in every country of the world and the
borwa of the other countries a h must seek mark* a point is
reached when no m a r h i can be found; indn%trieemust alow
d a m or dose down mtireIy and the workem are bed.
!i%0 present mi& is not like paart crises. First of all, it occurs
in a different period, at a time when the whole capiialiat world
is divided up and no new markets can be found. Secondly, it is
an international crisim occurring at the same time in e v q capitalist and colonial country. Thirdly, it is the longest crisis in the
history of the world
But the mala feature of the present situation ia that we are
now in the midst of the general crids of the capitalist system
This is not an ordinary crisis, which has occurred more than
twenty times in the United States. The p-t
world-wide crisis
is of a different character and bows the complete inability of
the premmt v t e m to continue to function. Tbia is due to the fact
that the productive d n e r y has developed a capacity far beyond the buying power of the masses--beyond the world markets,
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have h m k which because of the impoverishment of the
en since the World War. The World War a-taatd
the
ffict betwen increasing productive capacity and the declining
buying power of the massm. In fact it was this growing conflict
that led to the World War.
But since the war this situation hae been harpened-harpened by the war itself, One-sixh of the globe is no longer opem
to capitalist exploitation and profit. This b the Soviet Union,
which, with its 180,000,000 people and endless mouroes, can
no longer by used by capitalists- for making profita. Hence the
capitalists, who do not produce to cover the needs of the people,
but only to make profits, place more burdens on tbe workers in
the capitam countrim and the colonial poplea. They cut wagea,
take away rights, increase terror. Forced to reeiat and seeing the
advantage of Socialist c o n s ~ c t i o n in the Soviet Union, the
workers put up a figh~The situation in the capitalist countries
becomes sharper, struggles take place. Revolts arhe in the coloniea It also sharpens the conflicts among ha imperialist powere
and leads to war. This is what we are witnasing today.
Rooaevelt's policy iar to "cut production to meet consumption".
This is for the purpoe of ensuring profits. But it mean13permanent mass tmemplogment and masa starvation and the gradual,
if not sudden, breakdown of the whole syetem.

Roosevelt has told us that he will be abIe to do away with
crises by means of "government planning". Talk of pvwnment
planning is not new in the United States. Rower had a ' k t year plan"; Matthew Woll a c?wenty-year" plan. For the last two
years we have Lard a great deal about 'planning", but we are
in a wore situation than we were before. The only planning
that em ln done and has been done under capitalism ie not that
of more productio++r of "plenty", which Roosevelt l i k ~to
talk about, but the planning of destruction of production, or of
restriction of production. This means scarcity of goods, higher
p r k w , and stmyalion for the musses.
Why is pl~nningimpossible under capitalism? Even though
an individual capitalist can do planning for his own enterprise,
it is clear that the government can plm for the whole country
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only on the bash of complete control of industrial production,
complete knowledge and control of all resources and of the markets available, etc. The government of the United States does not
own the industria But even if it did, it could, under capitalism,
only plan pdnction on the basis of the low buying power of
the m m s which would n-riiy
cut down the amount of
production. Such planning cannot improve the condition of the
workers and cannot even do away with criseo. On the conbary,
with tho purchming power never equal to productive power,
c r h will continue aa long as the present SyBteXZI continua
It is obvious, thereiore, that Rowlevelt's "American way out
of the crisis" is leading US into a deeper morass. It is leading
in the directi0.n of faarcism, no matter how much the government
and its spokesmen may try to deny it.

Lev9 look back to the day& of so-called prosperity and especially that year of the "higheat prosperity"-1929-to
which the
capitalists want to return. Wae there work for everybody? Was
everybody happy? Were wages high? Even in 1929 there was
widespread unemployment due to the reaaons already explained.
Between ahree and four million workers remained unemployed
while others were worked long hours Speed-up was very intensive. Government reports show that in 1928, although production
was reaching its hiihest level, 1250,000 less workers were employed in the factories of this country than in 1923. More production, less tuorkerr, more unemployment!
Wages for the masees of workers were abo not bigh. It is
true that certain industria, ~ u c has the auto industry, which
reached a hiih level and required skilled workers, were compelled to pay the workers relatively high wages. But the m a w s
of the unskilled workers in textile, ateel, mining, etc., were paid
miilerable wages. Thus, according to the Brooking Institute,
11,500,000 families in 1929 had an average income of $1,W a
year. This repregent4 42 per cent of all the families in the
United Stam. Ttre report characterizes the income of these families as a "subsistence and poverty" IeveL
In the same year of "prosperity" 5,750,000 families could not
save a penny from their income to tide them over a bad situation.
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Thew are the facts taken from the history of the U.S. T h e
newer was p r o s p e r for rhe m e # of tlie workers. There ww
only the illusion that a worker could riee out of hi8 shuttion provided he was induatrioue and loyal to his mastem. But the introduction of the machine and the estabIishment of large-scaIein&try and trusts drow the idea that he would be abIe to become
independent out of the mind of the worker. The saving of a few
dollars to go out West and become an independent merchant
became a dream of the past. "Prosperity" had come to an end
and now the worker faced stark reality, a reality to wbich he
was awakened by the crash of 1929, After Hoover and his "rugged
individualism" w e Rooeevelt and hi^ "New Deal". This is what
we have today.
No Crisis i tbe Sovicra Ulriorr
Only in one country of the world is there no crisis. That corntry is the Soviet Union. There cannot be a crisis in the Soviet
Union because instead of producing for the pofit of the owners
of indutry, production ia the Soviet Union taloar phce /or the
benefit of shose wha produce. Before November, 1917, the workplrs and farmera of Russia l i d under conditions similar to those
of the United States or any other capitalist country. R m i a was
a backward country with not many factories, although those that
existed were of big dimensions. Forced by the conditions oppressing them and led by the Communist Party, the Russian workers
and poor farmers overthrew the capitabet system and established
a Soviet government-a Government of the Workers and Farmers.
The banks and industries were taken away from the capitaljab
and became national property under the control of the Worked
State-a State run not for the benefit of the bankers, but for the
workers and farmers. The land, too, was nationalized. The farmers, however, were a1lowed to hold and cultivate the land, but
could not mll it. Under the leadership of the Soviet g o v e m t
the farmers gradually learned the value of working their land
in common. As a result of this experience the bulk of the land
bas been combined, and today we have in the Soviet Union both
collective farms and state farms of tens and b ~ d r e d sof thousands of acres worked by the farmers collectively. ' h e y are
given every support by the Soviet government and today have
the d v a n tage o l modern machinery, tractors, combines, etc. The
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malt i~ increased production and higher re~umafor the farmers.
Only in a country like tbe Soviet Union, where the workers
a d farmers are in ~ n t r o l ,do and can the workera and farmer6
rceeive the ftdl social value of their production. In the United
S m or m y other capitalist country, the first thing taken out of
proddon ie *rest, rent and prof& This is the &st charge on
hd*,
and oaly when indnetry can make ample returns in this
respect doea it continue to operate. ][a tbe Soviet Union all of
thie is dimhated and all production in one form or another goes
back to the workers and farmem
SwW U u h Rapidly Porgimg Absttd
The mnlt is that the Soviet Union is the only country where
pdnction has abadiIy increased. Today the Soviet Union stands
mmnd in the world in the production of oil, steel and iron, having overtopped all European countries Tbe Sortid Union is fir&
in the production of agricultoral machinery. In all factarim wages
me being h m e d while in the capitalist c o d a wagear have
gone down. Consider the one fact that in a
h United Skrtes wges
in 1934 =re 80 per csnt lower rmoll in 1929, w k e m in tlw Soukt
Union t& were exactly 40 per cslat higher.
A certain amount of the production in the Soviet Union, of
course, M used for social purpose4 that is, for the extension of all
the social d m that are necessary far imprcving the welfare
of the workers and farmers. Part of the wealth produced is turned
into capital for tbe extension of industry. The Soviet Union, atartk g from a low industrial foundation, is rapidly forging ahead
as a reeult of building tremendous power $tatioas, gigantic factori- druns. etc. These factories will enable the Soviet government
to modernize the country hyond anything ever dreamed of in
any capitalist country.
&t&
amounts of capital are also dedicated to the extension
of schools, hospitals, nureeries, playgrounds, etc. Whereas in the
United States the educational and cultural budget h s been cut
dorm, in the Soviet Union it is ont ti nu ally being increased, No
country in the world is apending so much money for scientific
investigation, M much for the building of schools and universities, so much for art and culture, as the Soviet Union.
Whemas in the United States milljonar of people live in firein buildings long condemned by the authoritiestrap%
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and in

taukt Rwda people lived in similar and worse
eio-in
the Soviet Union workers' homee with all modern
appIiancee are rapidly being built. To be sure, in face of the
rapidly gowing population, housing still remains a =ions probjem in the Soviet Union, but it is advancing at a rapid paw. Full
provision is made for the care of children, of sick people, of
old men md wonmea. This all comes out of the production of the
workers and farmers and is conridered one of the social obligations toward the working clam as a whole.
Swlct UIlJoar S t a d Agahrst Xm&d&.t War
A part of the resources and of the industrial production of
the Soviet Union is necessarily used to build the defensive forceai
of the country+ The Soviet workera and farmera have not forgotten their experience witb the intervention armie~in 1918-20, and
they are well aware of the constant danger of a new imperiali~t
attack. They do not propose b remain at the mercy of the imperialists. They are therefore buiiding up their armed fo~ces,but
only as a force for pea* and not for conqnest.
The Soviet gwefnment is the fortmw of v.Since November, 1917, the Soviet government has proven to the whob
world that it desires no conpafn spite of every provocation,
the Soviet g o e m e n t has maintained its peace policy.
You may aek, why is the Soviet gov-t
not interested
in war? It has no interest in the a m y h g on of a war because,
with the economy of the wuutq organized on a Socialist basis,
with exploitation eliminated, it he no rerrson to fight for markets, for robbing or pIuadering any other country. It desires
no colonies, but on the contrary, ia d o i e v q W n g possible to
build up its own c o u n t y and to make it an e~tampleto the
workera of the whole world.
imperialist governments know h
i aa long as the Soviet
g o v e w n t exists it will &ow tbe workere not only how capitalism and ite deatructivenm can be ended, but how the new
s y m of Socialism can be built up. Therefore the imperialists
are doiag everything iri their power to w a t o war against the
Soviet Union and to mobiliae the f o m of r e a c h agaiast her.
J a p on the East and Wider Germany on the Weat are planning
to invade md destroy the Soviet Union. These twm xobber governments are not acting independently, but are being aided in
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on@ form or other by ather imperialist govemmmts, padcularly
by thw of England and the United States. Therefore it is necesaarg for the Soviet IJnion to defend herself against any attacks.
TOthis a d the government has bmlt up the Red Army, the Red
Air Fleet and tbe R d Navy, made up of workers and farmers,
backed by the whole population, ready to defend this fatherland
of the working claw of the world against all attacks.
of Marw#l
For the unemployed the Soviet Lnion presents a marvel. The
Soviet Union is the only wuntry in the world in which there is
no w~employm~nt.
For some time after the November, 1917, Revolution, there was unemploj-rnent. This was due to the fact that
many factories were destroyed by tbe counter-revolution and the
Soviet government was not in a position immediately to rebuild
hem. This was intensified by the armed intervention of the imp*
rialist governments which tried to overthrow the Soviet government. Even American troops were sent to the Soviet Union for
this purpose, but thes plans were defeated by the heroic rmistance of the Soviet workers and farmers, and because the workers in the imperialist countries fought against intervention.
After the factories began to be built, more workers were
needed. Tbe factories offered an attraction to the surplus popula.
tion on the land and many peasants and farm workers moved to
the city. These- latter people, however, were not in a position
immediately to do factory work, and many could not immediately
be put to work. The government took care of it by means of
unemployment insurance. Today, with the rapid growth of industry, there is no longer any unemployment. It has been completely
abolished and now there is a big demand for workers.
We have nlready stated that the Soviet Union was spared the
crisis because production in the Soviet Union is based upon use
and not on profit.
Owfy fBs Soviet Golrarrarrmt Cam and Does Plan
Sovief Usim-Laud

The Soviet government ha5 full control of all industries of
&e

country. Therefore, it is possible for the government to plm

the whole economic life of the country. This is done in a very
simple manner. The Soviet government makes a survey of all the
f ~ t o r i e sin the corntry, the man power, the machine power, the
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farms, etc. It h o w 8 how much can be turned out ander certain

given conditions. Taking all these factors together and deciding
how much shalI ba produced in this or that factory, how many
men will be repuid, what m b i n e a wilt be necessarg, how many
more factories cm h produced in a given time, how much food
can be turned out with the aid of the available machinery, how
much more Ean be p r o d 4 with machines to l~ delivered, the
Soviet government can plan each year.
In fact the Soviet government worked out a Five-Year
Plan. This plan was based upon the existing conditions and the
possibilities of production.. A certain amount of capital was devoted to increase the nnmber of factories, building homes, increasing agricultural production, building schoola, etc. These plans
worked out originally by the government were submitted to the
trade unions and to the workers in the shops who brought forward counter-plans, that is, plans to increase production and to
lower the costs. As a result of investigation y d comparison, the
First Five-Year Plan was finally adopted and went into effect in
1929, This First Five-Year Plan was completed in four years, and
in 1933 the Second Five-Year Plan went into operation. W h y war
the First Fiveyear Plan completed ahead of time? Because the
workers enthusiastically took up the task of increasing produe
lion, since this meant that there would be more available for the
working class as a whole.
I n the United States more production with a limited market
means more unemployment. As a result, new inventions are either
kept out of induetry, or if introdud, cause greater unmployment. In the Soviet Union the introduction of a new invention
lowers the cost of production, increases production, and thereby
makes available more products for the whole working population. There isr no limit to production in the Soviet Union exmpt
the limit of the productive capacity and the needs and d e s k
of the population. W h e n production reaches a figure above what
?be Russian people need, working hours will eimply be cut down,
the workers will get increased returns and they will have greater
leisure than aver before. 01 course, this d- not happen in the
United States under capitalism. On the mnfrary, when there is
overproduction, fuctories dose down, the workers are bed, and
have- to go hungry.

.
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Y o u t L H o # e of Suu&ts

In the United States, as already shown, there are millions of
youth with no prospect of work In the Soviet Union the youth
are the hope of the land. The R w i a n boy and girl learn to work
while going to school, work being considered the highest form
of activity in the Soviet Union. Study is combined with industrial
education Thne up to 14 pears of age, boys and girle attend schooI
for six hours and get an industrial training far iwo hours per
day; from 14 to 16 y e w of age, they study four hours and take
industrial training for four hours. Today there are 500,000 working claw b o p and girle in the technical schools and collages of
the Soviet Union being trained as engineers, wcbniciam, etc, The
youth is the driving force in the Soviet Union, wbereae in the
United States it is a drug on the market.

There are more than 100 nationalities in the Soviet Union,
living in perfect harmony. This is due to the fact that no nationality exploits the other, but on the contrary, all are working tw
gether as brothers and sfstera, building up the new system Socialism. It is economic exploitation that leads to national hatred. Once this exploitation is eliminated, then the hatreds dis.
appear and the people live to@er in peace and harmony.
But thia is not all. In all capitalid countxiee the ruling clam
Iorcea the workers and farmers to adopt tbe language, practice%
etc., that the rulers desira In the Soviet Union each nationality
h allowed not only to p r m , but alm to cultivate its language,
its culture, etG As a reat& the most wonderful form of culture
are being developed, peculiar to the variona nationalities.
Pdl

w &mr#y

fir & w w ulrtorr

Only #he S&t
gmrnmeni can provide
sock1 se&
for the w o r k e r d t y of a job to which every worker haa the
right, arecurity again& invoIuntary conditions, such aa accident,
dcknesa, old age, maternity, e t c Hem in the United States the
Roosevelt government has palmed off on the workers a so-called
%&a1 insurancen syaterPa system which w i l l give mthhg to
thmm who are now unemployed and that will give almost as little
to tha workers now employed.
In b Soviet Union, social insurance i~ a direct charge upon
industry and aH workers are protected. All phases of social inaur30

a c e are handled through the trade uniaa The trade unions in
the Soviet Union are not like the d o l l s in the United States
which comprire only about 15 per. cent of the workers. The trade
unions of the Soviet Union am the most powerful in the entire

world, having in thet ranks nearly 19 million members and
embracing over !XI per cent of &e workmg class,
When a worker in the United States falls ill, be generally is
left to his own resources and whatever clinical aid he can obtain
to recover his health. He rushes back to hie job as quickIy a8
pogsible for fear of lwhg it. The unemployed are almost help]In the Soviet Union, on the other hand, with human life aa the
&st concern of the government-the govemmmt of the workem
and farmefs--a worker who falls ill goeg to a hospital, if aboeasary to n rest home or seaside resort, and does not return t o work
until fully recovered. This genice he receieee aa part of his
income. It is paid for by the social insurance funds. If a
worker suffers an accident, the same thing takes plaee. When a
workex reaches the age of 55 yeam he may retire from work or he
m a y continue working, but he receives social hurame.. In the
United States, on the other hand, a worker 40 years of @at
is, at the very beight of his &ill-im fired. When ha
old
age, he ie dependent on his children or haa to go to tha poorhouse.
In the Soviet Union an expectant mother do- not, ae fmqwmtly
happens in the United Stam work until the last moment at the
machine and bear her child in d m q , not knowing what will
bappen to ihe child when it is born. In the Soviet Union eight
weeks before childbirth and eight waeks after childbirth the
mother is released from indwtry and 6d~ociaI insurance
nnd the best af care.
Thus, with the right to a job and with full provision for
every emergency, the worker at last finds full mid security,
security for himself and &a family. He h o w that his mna and
daughters receive every opportdtp to go to who01 and the university, to develop art and h o e and to participate iu every
phase of the life of the people. Tbia is what the workws of all
countries aspire to. This and thia alone will make it pormible
for the country to receive the bemefit of all the creative &ua
of the whole population and not b subjected to tEme will and
whim of the c a p i t a h who either exploit it for tbh own umz
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or destroy it. T b represente a new and higher stage of d e t y .

U. S. hvkt Gaucrna*errt Wdl E d Ulrerr~pl-t
What will a Soviet government in the United States do? The
United States is the most highly developed country in the whole
world. We have the biggest industria, the most highly developed
technique and railroads, unequaled by any other wuntry. We
have a we11 trained working c
l and~ engineers and technicians
capable of directing the work in the factories.
When the industries of the United S t a b are taken over by
*hworkers, and the workers and farmers begin to operate them
for their own benefit, what a glorious wuntry this will be, The
workers, the engineers, the technicians who today operate the
i n d h e s , will begin to operate them not for the basses any
longer, but for the workers and farmers.
As soon as the working people are in power, the Soviet government wiI1 open up all the warehouses and ganariea and feed
and clothe the unemployed, the hungry and naked. It will immediately open up all the vacant homes and put them at the digp a l of the homeless. It will take over the h e palam of the
rich and place in them those who today have no roofs over their

heads.
It will open up the factories that now stand idle and put the
millions of unemployed back to work. ft will ca1I upon the enginwrs and technicians to pat on full steam ahead in every factory
3n the country. Clothes and shws will be produced in plenty, so
that no one n d go unclad.
U. S. Sovfct Gowenmud Will Prowide P h t y
The Soviet government wiLl call upon the farmers not to plow
nnder, not to cut down production, bat to produce as much food
as possible so that not only will no one go hungry, but everyone
will have plenty.

The Soviet government of the United States will immediately
establish a pIaming commission, planning the future oE the
United States.
This will include the tearing down of all obsolete factories,
the extension of the most modern ones and the building of new
ones, .heremoval of a11 slums and the building of workers' homes,
the erection of hospitals, nurseries, schools, etc. Every invention
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available will be at the disposal of the working clam government
so that improvements can bc effected with astonishing speed. Not
only that, but ncw inventions will be encouraged so as to lower
the cost and time of production, thereby furnishing more leisure
!o tbe whole working class.
The boys -nd girls who today loaf upon the streeta and can
find no job, at last will be given an opportunity to work. The
hungry boys and girls, who haw longed to go to c o l l w but
have h e n unrlhle to do so because of the poverty of their parents,
will for the first time see the university doom open to them
When they graduate, tbey will not see the doors of industry closed
to them, but. on the contrary, they will find unlimited opportunities to work.
The children will immediately be removed from industry and
all Inbor. They will go to achoaI and get the free training to
which every child is entitled. Women will work, not b u s e
they are compelled to do so as in the United States today, but
because they will demand the right as free women to participate
i n the work of the working class nation,
Discrimination against the Negroes will end and the Negroes
will be
on a par with h i t e a All the discriniination, JimCrowism and insults that the Negrom have to submit to now in
the United States will b m e a crime in the eyes of the worki~q
class.
The year 1929 was the year of the b i g h t production in the
United Stat- but this will be as nothing mmpared to what will
be accomplished under a .Soviet government. Za fa* it hahas heen
mtablished bv the Brookinga Institute that if the industries of
the United States and the farm establishments had been o p ated at f uli capacity in 1929 without the addition of a single new
machine. it would have been possible to create, not ninety billion
dollars cf wealth, but one hundred and thirty-eight billion dollars.

Wwk-MWB - w e

More Production-Less

Think, then, what we can produm if all the old, small, oldfashioned factories were done away with and new, modern, ventilated factories, with the latest appliances, were erected? Think
how much there will be for distribution among the mmm of
workers and farmers, if the billions that now go in interest and
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p r o b to the bankera become the property of the masses! Think
what will happen if the billions that are squandered today by
the competition of rival concerns thruugh the employment of
hundreds of thousands of uselee9 salemen, advertising agencies,
etc., are put to productive use! Think what a return this will be
for the productive workers! Think how hours can be reduced to
a minimum, to even three or four a day, if all waete is cut out!
Think how the masses of the American workers, developing their
own genius, will create in the United States a working c l w culture such as America has never dreamed of!

soskrl I*suruncc for All
Genuine social insurance for the first time wiH h i n r r u d u d
The workem having the right to build unions of their own choice
-nay, even having the mk to form trade unions for the p u r p w
of building Socialism in the United Statea-wiI1 build up their
ranks rapidly to mist their own govwnment in installing and
developing the new system. JWas in the Soviet Union, they will
have to establish the conditions in the shops, the methods of pro.
duction. At the luuae time they will have the task of managing the
social insurance ~ptem--caringfor the workers who temporarily
am out of work h a u s e of the M t of industry, or have suffered
accidents, aickncss, reach old age, or for maternity. This will become one of the maet important tasks of tbe trade d o n a
Cafor war will be eliminated. Like Soviet Rmia, ao the
Soviet government of the United States will have no reason for
making war on any other country since it will not have any need
or deeire to exploit another country. The Soviet government of
tha United Statee will defend only its own frontiers. It will make
pea= with all qther governments and have the moet brotherly
Palatiwe with other working dasa governments
Just aar in Sovist Russia, so too under a Soviet government in
the UniM Ststts, for the first time in their lives, the American
workers will have denwcrq. T h e can be no democracy for the
workers as long aa they are dependent upon the bosses for the
right to a job, which meam the right to live,
Look at the situation today in the United States. WooIwvrth's
daughter, who has never done a stroke of work in her life, inherited forty million dollars, while a worker's son is turned out
-3.4

in the streets. A poor man.steals a loaf of bread and goes to
jail for two years, but a piunderer t ike Mellon becoma a Cabinet
officer. Equal opportunity, they tell us, but the son of a worker
b doomed to be tied to his machine and to die in poverty, whiIe
the son of a capitalist has the whole world More bim.
No Democracy irr tBs Usitud States
They tell us that in the United Statee we have a "democratic"
government. People like Hearat, Hamilton Fieh, Matthew WoIl,
and Roosevelt like to talk about "American democracy". They
declare they are against any kind of a dictatorship and they try
to conmd the fact that we have a capitalist dictatorship in the
United States. They talk about a11 men being "equaI", about the
use of the ballot, etc.
Let us take up these pretensions. Every cithn in the United
Statea is s u p p o d to have the right to vote. It is a+fact,homver,
that for decades workers have lost the electoral right by having
lo move from place to place while looking for a job. Miltione
of Negroes in the South are denied the right to vote. Zn many
states the right fn vote depends upon the ownership of property
or the payment of a poll tax. h a mult of the crisis, many
unemployed and large sections of the employed workers cannot
vote.

Then let us ask who writes the platform, who aomitrates the
candidates for the eldans? Certainly not the America11 workera
and poor farmers. The candidates are nominated by the bii bankers and manufacturers. Congrw~iand the government carry out
their wUI. To be E m he candidates make many pro*
in the
election utmpaign, juat as Roosevelt did, as the governors and the
legislators in the states do, as mayors and ~ i t yaldermen do, But
them promises are quickly forgotten, because the caudidatw are
not reaponeible to the "people" who elect them, but to the bankers.
Caprralists Try t o Take Away Rigbts
But aa eoon as any so-called "rights7' become dangerous ro the
capitalists, they try to take them away. We are told we have the
right of free speech, frtx press and free assemblage, but when
workers exercising these rights endanger the intern- of the -pitalists, then the police are brought in, m&ga
are stopped and
the workers are arrested me workers are told they have the right
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to join the union of their own choice, but when thee unions hcome a danger to the bosam, they he embers of the union and
w p p m the union. The workers are told they have the right to
strike, but &a moment a strike menatlee the b o w and their profits,
then thugs and the polie are brought in, the workera are clubhd,
ahat down, arrested, and mt to jail,
Thw it is clear that we have a capitalist dictatorship and in
the h a 1 analysis the government is only the d power of the
capitalists.
Sowid Gotreramcut ~ c s m b s f k of
e Worhrs
Under a Soviet government of the United States, just as in
the SdPiet Union, the governmeat vrill r e p m n t only the workers of hand and brain and the poor farmers. The Soviet government will be composed of representatives of workers elected from
the &ope, factories, mint+ offices, and from among the farmers
on the land. Every worker will have the right to vote and to participate in the government. Coming together from the bench and
lathe and knowing the interests of the workers and farmem, they
will run the government really in the interest of the people of
this country,
Under a Soviet government of the U.S.A., juat as in Soviet
Rnssia, the workers will have the right to criticize every institution of the government. They wiIl h v e the rieht to criticize
the foremen or superintendent in the factory, the method of production, etc. In fact, in Sovie Russia today this ia beiig encouraged for the purpose of improving production and raising the
welfare of the whole population. Imagine in the United States
today if such a thing occurs. Every worker knowa what happens;
the moment h opens hia mouth in the factory he is in danger
of losing hir job.
Thus it is clear that only under a Soviet government will the
working people have a representative government run in their
interest, a government really of, for and by the working people.
Thus, and thue alone, will the workers of the United States
obtain social security and the rights they are fighting for today.
If we want security, if we want our rights, if we want peace, not
war, then we must prepare to dght with dl energy against the
present system and t o install the new sybtem. We must carry on a
etrusle to destroy the war-makers, the capitalists of all oountries,
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to establish the power of the working c l w through Soviet governments throughout the world--through a worldwide Soviet Union.

This is what the Communist Party is
for. The Corn.
rnunist Party declares that chis is the goal of the struggle of the
w o r k The choice today is either continued mam hunger, the
development of fascism and its outcome, war, or &he rev02utimmy
st-Ie
winat the cr*,
agcrinQb /m d war, for bhe destmbion o/ the $ysk?m & k tproducts hunger and suar, and /or the
es&btbhrneu of a S o k t Governmeni of Workers and Fanners.
This cannot come about m d y by wishing for it. Although
the capitalist system is going through a crieir and the d o l e syatern is crumbling, it will not die automtidly. The capitalists
will not give up power simpIy becam we ask for it. Today they
aae mops against us in strikss, they frame and d t e militant workers. Can we therefore imagine that they will give up
cant101 of society, that they will give up feir wed&, without
using the maximwn force to hold w? Only a cbild would believe this, for it is contrary to all hktory.
Therefore the only way that the workers will get control is
through reetolrrbionary stmggle, by building up the frgbting organizations of the working class, the militant trade unions; by tramforming the A. F, of L. d o n s from cleas coIlaboration into clam
struggle organizations with miIitants in the leaderahip; by building fighting unemployed organkations, especially the Unemployment Councils: by carrying un a struggle for full and equat rights
for the Negro people, against lynch terror, and for the right of
self-determination of the Negro people in the Black Beit; by
building up unity of action against war and faacism &rough the
American League Against War and Fascism; by bringing about
united action of all oppressed sections of the population, employed and unemployed, Negro and white, native and foreignborn, manual, white collar and profespional workers; by moving
forward to revolutionary a t r u ~ l etogether with the poor farmers.
Our aim must bP to drive out the capitaU& and destroy their
powpr; to put an end to the capitalist dhatorship that today
crushes the life of the working class in every capitalist and
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colonial country, and to put in its place the proletarian (working
class) dictatorship, fuuctioning rnthIwaly in the inter&a of the
workers and farmera of the United SUM.
This is the aim of the Communist P m . The Communht
Party $ a c c d of only being interested in 'stirring up trouble
to ~romateits own ~oliticalaima But it was the Conununist
P& that first raiwdcthe quesiion of "work or wages", unemploym t m h f and unemployment and social insurance. Shortly
after the crash of 1-n
March 6, 1 9 h n call of the Corn.
m d e t Party, 1 ~ , 0 0 0
workers came into the s t r e i s all over
the c o w to demonstrate for unemployment and aocial insurance. Them were workers of dl categori-trade
unionists, shop
workero, unemployed, poor farmers, etc. The Communist Party
drafted the Workers' Unemployment, Old Age and Social Insurarace Bill, HR 2827, which today is supported by millions of
workera, including more t h 3,000 locals of the A F. of L.

The Communist Party immediately aet about budding up
khting uawoployed orgmhations-namely the Unemployment
Councils. The latter took up the fight a11 over the country to
procure relief for the unemployed, whose number was growing
by leap and bounds. They fought against discrimination against
Negrm and foreign-born workers, for relief for single, young
and women workers. With Communists in the forefront. the
Unemployment Councils grew up all over the country, curried on
their activity through demonstrations, mmhes, on a co*,
state
and national scale. Aa a result of t h e demonstrations and
d
m the relief standard has bem raimed in dl localities, but
e I l y where here h an Unemplogmmt Council.
The C a d t Party is the only Party that correctly analyxed
the National Industrial Recoven Act and showed what its r e d
aim was-namely, to lower the conditions of the workers, to raise
profits, to supprw strike%to introduce tbe beginnings of fascism
in preparation for war. The Ieadera of the A. F. of 1;. and of
the Socialist Party-&
of course, the Democratic and RepubIican Partie-w
in h "New Dml" a way out of the crids.
Every worker today knows that the "New Deal" was directed
against the working class. In most of the strike struggles &at
have taken place, Communists have been in he forefront.
1

As a result of the militancy that was developed in thw
by the Commnnias and militant workers in d e f e n ~of
workers' rights, the mwt brutal terror was d d e d against the
workera who were khting for relief, unemployment insurance,
for higher wage$ for the right to orand strike. We have
but to point to the savage attach on the rmemp10~e.din Califor-

s&

nia, Oregon, Colorado, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arboaa, Ohio,
Illinois, New Yorlr, Pmnsylvaaia, ete., by the authorities, with
the use of police, ttrugs, tear gas aad machine guaa. We ody haw
to remember the brutal attach on the h e - in Toledo, Milwaukee (Socialist -),
Minneapolis, San FraPcisea, NW York,
and during the Textile General Strike (in which 16 workere were

killed)

.

Ca$#&t~ Tryhcg to Stcpp'ess W w b d Shwgghs
Becaw of the rising tide of etsugCgle, the state and federal
governments have begun a campaign of terror agaimt the Comm d s t Party* Attach by vigilantes, enadment of criminal s p
& c a b laws, 1sentences to jail, have heen the answer of

the b

m and tbe government to the workers in stmggle Tbrougb
the Hearst and Macfadden press, through the McCormackdDickstein Congressional Committee, efforts are bsing made not only
t o raiae a wall of antagonism against the Comm&
Party, but
to outlaw the Commnnists. M h m t foreign-born workem4hmmunist and non-Commd--are to b deported, some of thmr
to countries where they will met with instant death at the bands
of fa&t governments.
These ~
k on the
j C
o e Party uie not d W d csgainst
the Communist Party done. The putpose of these attsscks is an
attempt to dmtroy the Communist Party in order to launch an
offensive againat a11 working class parties and against the whole
working claea movement, qeciaIIy the bade unions. This is
part of the fasciat demIopment in the United Statee, organid
and iastigated by the employers and operated through the fed.
erd and state governments.
D w not thia attack on the Commdd Party demomate
d m l y that the Communists are the r e d j i g h r s for the inmmsta
of the workers and poor farmers? D m it not ahow that when
the workem refme to submit to dae hunger program of the govenlment, they will have to meet thee attach?
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Will the workere ampt this program, or will they follow
the line laid down by the Communist Party?
Prrtbcr C o n g b h a d H w y Long P r d e Fascism
Other plans are being brought forward to salve the crisis.
We refer to those of Father CoughIin and Huey Long, the pr*
posds of Upton Sinclair (Epic), Townsend, the Utopians, etc.
Let ua look at these proposals.

,

Father Coughlin haa a very demagogic program. He pretenl
to speak for the workers and farmera He attacks the Wall Street
bankers, very sharply c r i t i c h the Roowelt government. He
advocates the bonus. But what is the r e d program of Father
Coughlin? F a b r Coughlin buih his church with and generalIy employed non-union labor. He favors company unions in
the auto end other industries. He tries to stir up nationa1 hamatred
and especially that most dangerous form of hatred-anti-Semitiam
He has not a word to say about the suffering of the Negro people.
He is against unemployment insurance. He fights for inflation,
which would bring higher prices and an indirect wage cut. He
favors even a bigger navy and air fleet than Roosevelt has proposed. He favored the Patman bonus only because it would lead
to inflation, that is, drive down the value of the dollar which
would mean lower buying power for the massea Father CoughIin
works in very close contact with groups of Wall Street bankers
who certainly do not support the interests of the workers. He is
aiding fascist developments in thia country.
Coughlin is especially eloquent about the right of the unemployed to work at decent w a g a In the state of Michigan, relief
is low and discrimination is widespread, espsciaIly against the
Negroes and foreign-barn. Coughlin has not a word to say about
thia. Shouting through the radio, "Roosevelt or Ruin", Coueghlin
has not said a word about the miserable wages Roosevelt has
fixed for workers on relief projects, Being against unemployment
i n s u r a n c d u t proposing nothing for the 12,000,000 unemployed
who wiII receive no aid either through Roosevelt's work program
or relief from the communitie4oughlin demonstrates that his
program for the unemployed is a program of hunger.
Huey Long talks of "sharing the wealth", of cutting down the
big fortunes and incomes. Long pretends to have the support of
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o r g a n a I h r . It is a fa* however, that in the state 'of L d d ana where Long has exercised an open diatorehip over the whole
state, the unions are among the poor& organiaed in the whole
country, with only a few thowand m e m k Wages on public
works are as Iow as 1Dc per hour.
Long talks about cutting down wealth and tbe income of the
rich. This is nice tdk,but in the m
e
&
Low, who controls
huisiana, h a eeen to it that the state did not furnish more than
1 per cent of the relief fun& &led ont in Louisiana. In fact,
Louisiana b among the m b with the lowest relief budget in
the country. Negroes have to fi%bt to get relief, and maay a battle
has been fought with the poIice because of the &able
pittwice
handed out in the name of '5eliei". Fine words and prwhile the masses starve!
Long bas c a d on an alleged campaign against the big
corporations of the state, notably the Standard Oil Co., but at the
same time he has reduced their taxes. Long's attitude to the Negro people is that of a lyncher. Just as all dktators, Long donot hesitate to use the National Guard agaimt workwar on strike,
as be proposed during the carmen's strike in New Orleans last
year. Long ia another representative of faacism in tbe United
Stat-.

0 t h Pantastic PLUS
Upton Sinelair'a plan (Epic) is nothing more than Rowrevelt's s u b e i c e homestead plan. He propow to place a tax
upon the atate for the purpose of buying up ide factories in
which to put ?he unemployed to work. This would be welcomed
by the factory owners and at the same time would w q l tbd
unaployed to work at wab wages and exchange their products
in order to live. Sinclair openly ~d that this would not harm
the capitalists for they could continue to exploit ?he employed
workers.
Townsend, the would-be "friend of the aged", is a dreamer.
Townmnd's plan is to pension off all persons above 65 at the rate
of $200 a month, with strict injunctions to spend it all during
the month. Thir expenditure, according to Townsend, would make
it possible to hire all younger persone and thua the crisis would
be ended. Where does Townsend intend to get tbe money fromit w o d d amount to about fifteen billion dollars? Very simple-41

he would simply pat a sales h x of at least 10 per cent on all
workers. It could not be raised by a XO per cent tax, but would
have to be increased. Bat a would only mean that thus the workers themlvee wodd have less buying power and the situation
would not be char&.
This proposal was introduced in order
to evade the hue of genuine unemployment insurance to be
paid by the born
The U t o p h promise a "utopian commonwealth" by the
building of clubs. Making promises particularly to the unemployed, the Utopians participate in self-help enterprises, which
means sharing hunger, but carry on no struggle for relief, jobs,
on unempioyment insurance. They pretend they can win over a
majority of the populalion for a change of skate by vote, and
think that ?he capitali~tswill submit Thua they keep the workers
under their influence from organizing to carry on a real struggle.
The attitude of the Socialist Party, and particularly its leadership, is of great impormce to us. These Ieaders have distorted
the teachings of Marx and Engels, the great leaders and organizers
of the revolutionary working clam movement. When the N.R.A.
was adopted the Smialist Party leaders declared that it waa a
"atep in the direction of mialism". Just as the reactionary leadwe of the American Federation of Labor aasisaed in spreading
illusions abont the N.Rk, declaring it a "new charter of labor",
so, too, the Socialist leadership thought the N.RA. was working
in the right direction but did not yet go far enough. They work
hand b hand with the reactionary and reformist leaders in the
unions to tie the workers to the present system. Even thoqh at
timm they critiche and use radical phraees, nevertheleas, they do
not prepare the working class in the United States for the struggle
for their rights, for the struggle against fascism and war. Thus
they are playing the game that tb Ieaders of the Social-llemocratio Partiea of Germany and Amtrb did Instead of mobilizing
the workers for struggle against the pment uystem, they carry out
polides that help &e d l i a h m e n t of h i a m , They reject the
united struggle of dl workera for their righta. They talk about
the socialist commonwealth ae though it would drop from heam,
or be ushered in by working clam votes, while at the same time
4%

of Socialis&
Af anti-red Iawa tClrea€en~tbe
Communists, and the trade mima.
The Farmer-Labor Party dedmm that it i~ no longer "pm
@yen,
but "radical". It also pretends to be "againat the
capitalist eyetern''. This party represents the middle clam, especiaIIy the small bueineaa men and middle farmers, and u m
radical pbraaes to keep the workers from stmgg1e. Governor
Oleon of Minueaota is the exponemt of this 'hdidiam". He used
the National Guard against the teamatsra of Minneapolis last
year when they went out on d k a . This shows what his "radicalism" amounts to. The Progmaive Party of Wmnsin also usen
radical phrases, but at the same time employs tbe same cuerciva
measures against the workers w h they go out in militant
Bt ruggle.
Urjfr of W w h I*-#
What is needed in this situation? Unity of the working elms
is needed above dl, i j thu workers are bo carry on a stmggk
against hunger, /or their r i g h , again&
and tcwr. The
workers feel the need of unity. W h they go out on 8trike they
try to build up their united r a n k =rue the wlidari~of other
workers in order to carry on an & d m q l e . The workers
have learned from exprehce that the boaaes are anited again&
&a and that the state internen- ia support of tbe hIf
there is disunity among &a workem and t h y fight among themselves, h e n it k impossible for them to achieve their a i m
This united front being built up w the eeonomia M d &odd
be formed on every field We need today a Labor Party f o d
by the trade unions and other organ;mt;ons of the w o r h and
fighting for their immediate needs end fnterwta There are variout kinds of labor parties being proposed. One might be a middle
class party, taking advantage of &e diailluai-t
of the massea
in the "New Deal" and tfreir growing d i s h a t of the two nmjur
capitalist parties, In other words thi8 would be a catch baain for
the workers of the United States who we rapidly Ki radicalid.
Qr it might be a party led by d o n a r y and aham progrwive leaders of the American Federation of Zlabor, and leaders
of the Socialist Party, bat excluding the militant and revolutionary organkatione. But these reactionaries support the NXA.
A labw party of either of thesa two typm would bnt binder the
a tomt
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working class from

developing real struggles in defense of

its

cIaaa i n t d .

Figking LaBar Party N e & d
What we need is a Labor Party led by the militant workers
and controlled by the rank and file of the trade unions, the unemployed organizations, f m organizations, etc., uniting the work
srs on the h i s of a program of i m m e h d s a d demcands,
such as genuine unempIqrned d so& hsaramce, the r i g k &
organize a d strike, fw tlpe r i g h of the Negrmw, against fmcism
mud mr-a h u n g c b s party, uniting t
k w w h r s of dl political beliefs, on a conwnon *form
of struggle. It is one of
the most immediate taeka of the American working class to
eetablish a fighting anti-capitalist Labor Party.
Str1y58Ie is not unknown to the American workere. T h e history of the American labor movement for more than 100 years is
one of struggle again~tthe employers and the government, which
have used brutal terror and force to crush the workers' struggles.
Beginning witb the stru%gles of the Philadelphia gllilds in
1824, the locql and state governments have used troop against
the workers. The aiguntic strikes of the past and of today, the
peat raiIway strike led hy Engene V. Debs, the strike of the
Western Federation of mners, the great eteel Wike of 1919, the
atrikes of the ore and coal miners, marine, needle and textile
workers, all have exhibited the greatest militancy and determin*
ation on the part of the workers in spite of the use of troops,
gangaterr, thugs, etc., against them..

A d c a B o m in ReYddb
Revolution also i s not unknown to the American people. On
the United States was born in revolution. When, in
1775, the efforts of the manufacturers, landlords, and bankers of
the colonies to free themselves from the tyranny of Great Britain
were thwarted, when the right to manufacture and trade f d y
was denied them, after they had petitioned end sent delegations
to England and these delegations were rejected, then the ~olonial
fathers recognized that there was only one way by which they
could obtain their freedom and that was by building up their
own forces for revolutionary struggle. They built their colonia1
army. They formed Committees of Correspondence, compowd of

the coneary,
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groups of coloniste established in every hamlet and village. When
and landlords of New England decided the tinae had
come, they dispatched heir meabiew-rs, the Paul Sever-, they
called out their Committees of Correspondence from' under the
surface of the ground, and the army was ready. This colonial
army war made up of farmers and workera They fought the rev*
lution for their mastera The revolution was won by the workere
and farmers, bnt they got nothiig olrt of it.
The Declaration of Independenca had h a drafted and proclaimed the equality of all people. It &o p r o c l d d & right
to revolLltion. When the farmera and workers mw that they were
betrayed in the re~olution,they went into rerebellion and only then
was the spcalled Bill of Rights inserted into the Constitution.
These revolutionary traditiom, later again e x p d by Abraham Lincoln, must be born anew. In the gear 1935,with the rights
of the workers being taken away, the Comm&
Party ddariza
that the right to "life, liberty and the pursuit of bappinw" is
being trampled upon as never before. The Conrmunist Party calls
upon the workers and poor farmers again to rouee their revolutionary spirit, to unite their forces, and this time to fight not for
the bankers, manufacturers and landlords, but far the intereets
of the workers and poor farmers.
the bankers

The American workers are taking up the challenge of the
crisis. More and more they are moving to the left, in the dimation
of the Communist Party. Communism is growing throughout the
world. In 62 countries the Communist Party e&,
united in the

world party of the working .class, the Communist International.
It is developing the workers' forces in every capitalist and colonial country, uniting the workers and poor farmers in struggle,
attacking capitalism on its every field. The capitalists, seeing
lheir system dipping and their power weakening, are attempting
to c m h the revohtionary movement by fascism. Will the working class surrender? It will not, because it d a m not. The American warking class will kht because it has its class Party, the
Communist Party. It will fight becauee it refuees to accept slavery
and to give up its rights. It will fight because there is no other
way out but the workers' revulutionary way, against fascism.
for Socialism.
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S*
wiH be mated after the deetruction of capitalism
and dm e e t a b l h t of the Proletarian Dictatorehip. The Soviet
will be a s o c i q g o d by the working class, fighting
againat a11 ita enemies, who even after tlm revolution will try to
reatore their power. The Soviet Union is a char example of how,
even 17 years after the revoldon of November, 1917, the enemies
inaide. and outdde the Soviet Union conspire through aesassina*
tion, sabotage and war, to attack and destroy the Soviet Union.
M o r e and immediately after the American Soviet revolution,
the capidista will bIow up factories; they will corrupt and poison
the minds of their followers, They will form secret conspiratorial
bands for the purpose of sabotage and for destroying the working
class revolution. They will seek the aid of other capitalist governments for destruction of the Soviet government of the U.S.A.
It will be years before these form are destroyed, before all the
capitalist d o *
is ended. As Iong as this exias, just so Iong
the Proletarian Dictatorehip must exiet, must strengthen iteelf,
must be mercilew ia the pursuit of all working clam enemies.
When, how^, all these influences have been destroyed, thm
the wed of a govenmw1t will p o w lese and h.Governments
exist only to m e the need of one dam for the suppresion of
another cl-

The Muence of the capitaliat ayetern wiI1 not disappear
overaight. It will take some time for the greedy, grasping, exploiting ideaa of the capitatiats which are even put into the minds
of the children in the pchools today, to be eIiminated. When, howwar, as a resalt of the experiences in developing Socialisin, these
M a e n c e s are destroyed, then step by step we will pam into a
aociety in which everyone will enjoy security, abundance and
freedom to a degree m l y imaginable today.
Under such a society everyone will contribute according to
his ability and receive according to his needs. The need of goyernment will have disappeared, the Proletarian Dictatonhip will
have no fundon, and we d l enter into the ultimate form of
aociety--Commutlism.
U-pmd
M w f Pigbt
Of all the groups of the American population, the unemployed
today hce the worst situation. Unemployment is permanent for
a Iarga number of workera Even if there should be an incream
in produdion, milliona will remain anempIoyed As the crisis
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unemployed and
ampIogsd the revolutionary way out of the
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2. To organhe into &gh@g UmpIoyment Councils, to
carry on the atmggle for ad&, for mion waga on
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foreign-bra, aipgle and yonth workam
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employed
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organhe and strike.
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6. To build the ~ommumhtkartyand the Yoty Commanist League (or@~anhtion
of the @% young w*)
,the
organizations which are bairdbg up the ranks of the Wthg
workera not onIy for our daily nee& bat to pot an end k, the
present system, and to build the new system, Sochkn, whidt
means wxrity and a life of abundancq
and f r d m
Join tha Communia Party and fight for SocWm-the only
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